Background: Non-sustained ventricular tachycardia (NSVT) can occur asymptomatically and can be incidentally detected in the internal records of pacemakers (PM). The clinical value of NSVT in the population of PM patients is still uncertain. Our aim was to assess the prevalence of NSVT detected by remote PM control, to describe the clinical and demographic characteristics of patients with NSVT, and to assess the prognostic significance of NSVT in terms of both overall and cardiovascular mortality. Methods: Consecutive patients followed with PM remote interrogations from September 2010 to December 2015 were included. The transmissions pertaining to the first 12 months of remote control were analysed and the patients were divided by those presenting NSVT and those without NSVT. The two groups were compared in terms of total mortality and cardiovascular mortality based on the administrative data provided by the regional administration of the Italian National Health System. Results: The prevalence of NSVT in 408 patients (62% males, mean age 75.6; SD 10.6 years old) was 21% in a year. During a mean follow-up duration of 44 months, NSVT did not emerge as independently associated with overall mortality, but was associated with cardiovascular mortality in a competing risk regression model with older age, male gender, diabetes, chronic renal insufficiency, ischemic cardiomyopathy and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Conclusions: We show that NSVT episodes recorded by remote control in a PM population are independently associated with cardiovascular mortality with possible implications for risk stratification and therapeutic options.
Modern cardiac implantable electronic devices are implemented with integrated features to diagnose atrial and ventricular tachyarrhythmias. Non-sustained ventricular tachycardia (NSVT) has been investigated for its prognostic significance in patients with Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillators (ICD), which are generally affected by structural heart disease [1] [2] [3] . NSVTs were detected in a percentage from 20 to 45% at ordinary out-patient clinic follow-up visits in patients treated with pacemaker (PM) therapy [4] [5] [6] , but the clinical significance is to date not clear.
The development of remote monitoring and remote interrogation technology, which can potentially allow for the replacement of all inclinic device checks, has also allowed for the easy storage and review of arrhythmic events [7] [8] [9] ; therefore, knowing the clinical significance of NSVT may be of even greater interest to manage PM patients properly.
In recent years, two single-center retrospective studies have examined the prognostic role of NSVT detection at routine outpatient followup and in both studies NSVT did not emerge as an independent predictor of overall mortality [4, 6] .
Our aim was to assess the prevalence of NSVT in the first year of remote follow-up in a large population of patients treated with PM and to assess the long-term prognostic significance of NSVT on all-cause and cardiovascular mortality. ☆ The authors take responsibility for all aspects of the reliability and freedom from bias of the data presented and their discussed interpretation.
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Methods
The study was authorized with the formal acknowledgment for retrospective studies of the Institutional Review Board of Friuli Venezia-Giulia Region (Italy) Healthcare Administration (registration number 8B.2/31.01.2017). All patients were at least 18 years old and had signed an informed consent to the use of their anonymized data for research purposes. The study protocol conformed to the ethical guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki.
We retrospectively included all consecutive patients with a Medtronic® PM implanted between February 2007 and April 2015 at the Cardiology Division of the University Hospital of Udine (Italy), who had received a Medtronic CareLink® remote transmitter, and made their first transmission from September 2010, when the CareLink® net for PM was available in Italy, to December 2015. Patients were enrolled at the first transmission and those who did not complete at least one year of remote follow-up were excluded.
Patients actively performed a scheduled transmission to the server every 6 months.
The clinical data of the patients was extracted from the clinical E-Charts, which were regularly updated.
The investigators reviewed all the ventricular high-rate episodes automatically recorded during the first 12 months of follow-up (lower ventricular detection rate of 180 bpm as programmed "on box"); patients were subsequently divided in two groups: A) those with at least one NSVT episode, and B) those without NSVT episodes.
The two groups were compared in terms of baseline characteristics and in terms of clinical outcomes, which included all-cause mortality and cardiovascular mortality. Data on clinical outcomes was provided by the regional administration of Friuli-Venezia Giulia Region, which oversees all public hospitals in the area. Data consisted of death events up to January 2016 with the relative principal diagnosis expressed as International Classification of Disease 9 (ICD-9) Codes. Specifically, the death events with the following ICD-9 codes were considered as cardiovascular: from 390 to 429 and from 785.0 to 785.9. All the other death events were considered as non-cardiovascular.
For the analyses, R (ver. 3.5.1) was used with the following packages: cmprsk for the statistical analyses of competing risk and tidyverse for the data management.
The statistical test used for each variable was different according to the following rule: Wilcoxon-Kruskal-Wallis test for continuous variables, Pearson chi-square test for categorical variables, and the likelihood ratio chi-square test from the proportional odds model for ordinal variables. To determine the association between clinical events and the presence of NSVT during the first year of follow-up, multivariable Fine-Gray sub-distribution hazard models were estimated [10] . The models were validated at the median follow-up time of the non-dead patients with a follow-up time sufficient to obtain at least 10 deaths for each degree of freedom.
Results
Four-hundred and forty-nine patients were originally included in the database according to the above-mentioned inclusion criteria. Forty-one of them were further excluded due to the absence of a complete one-year remote follow-up: 35 (85%) patients died, of whom 9 (25%) for cardiovascular causes; the others did not have an adequate compliance to remote-monitoring or could not complete one year of follow-up before the end of the study. In only 2 of the excluded patients NSVT was reported. The remaining 408 patients were sorted into two groups: Group A included 86 patients (21.1%) with at least one detected NSVT (median number of NSVT 1 IQR 1), and Group B included 322 patients (78.9%) without detection of NSVT during remote interrogation.
Demographic, clinical data and PM data are reported in Table 1 . As expected, our PM population was characterized by old mean age and by a remarkable presence of hypertension, hyperlipidaemia and atrial fibrillation.
Median left ventricle ejection fraction (LVEF) was within normal limits in the two subgroups.
The main indication for PM implantation was advanced atrioventricular block (57%) and the clear majority of patients were treated with a dual chamber pacemaker.
At baseline, anticoagulation and antiplatelet therapies did not differ between the two groups. On the contrary, beta-blocker therapy was more prevalent in patients in group A (46%) in comparison to patients in group B (36%, p = 0.07), while amiodarone was significantly more prescribed in patients in group B (8%) in comparison to patients in group A (1%, p = 0.022). Patients were followed for a median time of 44.4 months (IQR 22.8) and during this period new cardiovascular drugs were prescribed in the same proportion to the patients of the two groups except for amiodarone, which was prescribed significantly more in group A (16% vs 7% of patients in group B; p = 0.004).
Of note, ventricular pacing percentage, during the first year of remote interrogation, was significantly higher in group A (VP was over 40% in 76% of patients vs 57% of patients in group B; p = 0.001).
During follow-up, 153 patients (38%) died, 59 of them (38.5%) from a cardiovascular cause.
The Cumulative Incidence Function for non-cardiovascular and cardiovascular mortality stratified by the presence of NSVT in the study population are shown in Fig. 1 . The incidence of non-cardiovascular mortality was clearly not negligible in both the groups. For noncardiovascular mortality, diabetes mellitus emerged as the strongest independent predictor of mortality, followed by advanced age. Conversely, the presence of NSVT is not predictive of non-cardiovascular mortality.
On the other hand, the competing risk regression analysis for the cardiovascular mortality sub-distribution shows that the presence of NSVT in the first year of follow-up, history of ischemic cardiomyopathy and older age are independently associated with cardiovascular mortality (Table 2 ).
Discussion
In our single center study, including an unselected population of consecutive patients treated by PMs of a single company and followed using Carelink remote control, the prevalence of NSVT in one year was 21% and its detection was independently associated with cardiovascular mortality. Only three other studies have evaluated the prevalence and/or prognostic role of NSVT in patients treated by PM; however, in these studies the follow-up was performed only by means of conventional outpatient-clinic controls [4] [5] [6] . In the study by Seth et al. [4] , the prevalence of NSVT was lower in comparison to our study (19.8% over 2.8 years), but in the study by Gabriels et al. [6] , (45% over 29.2 months) and in the data from the EVENTS registry (25.7% over 15 months) [5] , the prevalence of NSVT was consistent with our results. The clinical and demographic characteristics of the patients enrolled in the studies by Seth et al. [4] and Gabriels et al. [6] were only partially similar to our population, as they presented a higher burden of cardiovascular risk factors and abnormalities, in particular hypertension and ischemic cardiomyopathy.
In our study, advanced atrioventricular block was more frequently the main indication to PM implantation in patients with reported NSVT in the first year of follow-up, as compared to those without NSVT. In our opinion, a possible explanation could be that patients with high degree AV blocks have a higher percentage of ventricular pacing that could be related to the appearance of NSVT. Indeed, it is well known that in patients with an arrhythmogenic substrate such as those implanted with an ICD, right ventricular pacing over 2% is a predictor of VT and ventricular fibrillation [11] , thus suggesting a similar and possible proarrhythmic role of right ventricular pacing in some patients treated by PM.
Amiodarone was prescribed more often at baseline for patients in group B, but there were no significant differences between the two groups in the prevalence of atrial fibrillation. Also, in the work by Seth et al. [4] antiarrhythmic drugs were less, though not significantly, prescribed in patients with NSVT.
Our data on outcome shows the independent association of NSVT detection with cardiovascular mortality, but not with all-cause mortality. Consistently, the studies by Seth et al. [4] , and Gabriels et al. [6] , excluded a prognostic role of NSVT in all-cause mortality, but they did not test its predictive value in terms of cardiovascular mortality. In our series, patients with NSVT had a higher prevalence of significant aortic valve disease and heart failure, which may partially justify higher cardiac mortality in this subgroup of the PM population.
Study limitations
1) Baseline treatment with amiodarone in a relevant proportion of patients could have reduced the prevalence of NSVT in our population; 2) The "on box" programmed criteria for automatic NSVT detection were strict, determining the exclusion of NSVT with a frequency lower than 180 bpm; 3) Because of the study's design, the outcome events during the remote-monitoring period could not be counted and the patients who died during this period were excluded from the outcome analysis, thus potentially introducing a selection bias. However, it is plausible that the patients who died during the first months were the most globally compromised, with important senescence (the mortality rate for cardiovascular causes in this subgroup was lower than in the rest of the population).
Conclusion
In our single-center retrospective study, we demonstrated that NSVT is frequently encountered during one-year remote follow-up of a large PM population and that the detection of NSVT is independently associated with cardiovascular mortality. The detection of NSVT after PM implantation should induce a deeper risk-stratification and a better definition of the cardiac substrate and antiarrhythmic drug therapy strategy.
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